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ABSTRACT
The 14 documents and articles in this annotated

bibliography include discussions that attempt to define or delimit.
what curriculum planningsind evaluation are as teep. as discussions
that address more specific aspects of the topic, such as the board of

education role in the curriculum, decentralization,s effect oh the
curriculum, participative decision-making on curriculum matters, and
the copmunity,s role in the crriculum. (IRT)
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The Best of ERIC presents atinoVations of ERIC liter-.

ature on important topics in ducational 'management.
The selections are intended to give the practicing edu-

cator easy access to the most significant and useful infor--
. matron available from ERIC. Because of space limitations,

the items listed should-be viewed as representative, rather
than exhaustive, of literature meeting ti-Tose Criteria.

Materials were selected for inclusion from the ERIC
__catalogs Resources in Education (RIE) and Current Index

to Journals in Education (ME).
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Curriculum Planning and E'vaDuation

Alkin,;-Marvin C. "Evaluating 'Curriculum' and 'Instruc-
tion'." Curriculum Til'ory Network, 4, 1 (1973-74),
pp, 43-51. EJ 097 886.

The poor definition of subject is "a major cause of many of
the difficulties of evaluation," according to Alkin. Evaluators

,--- frequently fail to distinguish among curricu-tructional
planning, and instructional operation, even though these three
terms refer to distinct, though related, concepts.

Alkin defines curriculum as "the results orends of an in-
structional activity.'S Instruction' consists of the means to
achieve the curriculum goals. Planned instruction arid thc.t
which is actually carried out are riot synonymous, though they
are sometimes confused by evaluators.

To define the distinctions among these components, Alkln
proposes the use of a matrix illustrating their interrelationship
and the variouslevels at which their evaluation may take place.
He emphasizes that no rigid ling can be drawn between "macro"
and "micro" levls because. of the complexity of curriculum
arid instruction programs. But use of the matrix will at least
allow for more specific analysis. For example, a nationwide
program is to be evaluated, the focus will be on the macro
level (what currrculurn arid instruction f:tin ist of for all schools
involved, riot just for a random sample).

Alk ttention to precision is commendable, and his
criticism r the unspecific nature of some ctrriculirrii arid
instruttio eyaluation is regrettably accurate.

Babin, Pa rick. "Slaughtering Some Sacred Cows." Edu-
cation Canada; 14' 1 (March 1974), pp. 40-45. EJ 097
353.

The eight "sacred Cows" that Babin advocates eliminating
are "myths that must be eliminated if any'real progress is to
be made in curriculum planning arid development."

Babin questions the notion that the departmentof
education should prescribe curriculum, stating that ",individual
teachers and students (and their parents)" can develop curricu- 1

lurn more relevant to the students' needs. He points out that
the term curriculum is defined differently by different educa-,
tors and that a definition incorporating process as well as
content should be formulated

Although the individual teacher should be given more time

th(,rtlid School

PI

to plan curriculum, he or she cannot be held solely responsible
for its development, as some educators assume. Babin advocates
expanded inservice training for curriculum planning. He also
questions the rigidity of "behavior by objectives," pointing
out that teachers often find such a2 approach hard to
implement. The often-perceived gap between "theory" and
"practice" should be closed, according to Babin; theory is
absolutely essential in order to generate-workable curriculum.
And finally, he advocates a revision and expansion of curricu-
lum evaluation methods.

Babin's arguments are clearly stated, annirarttiemtik-es
easy and interesting reading.

Brokes, A. L., and Jenks, C. L. Planning for Program
ImplementationA- Process Guide. Instructional Plan=
ning Series., Sari Francisco Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development, 1975. 123
pages. ED 102 741.

Since much important curriculum planning is done in the
individual school, it is essential for building principals, curricu-
lum directors, and teachers to become involved in this process

4 constructive manner. The purpose of this guide is to pro-
vide schools with the means to solve instructional problems
encountered in programs already in operation. Brokes and
Jenks maintain that their process guide will be more valuable if
it is directly applicable to "a real program."

This guide emphasites thedynarnics,of group planning. The
planning group., including "persons who have responsibility
for an instructional problem or who are motivated toward a
solution," is meant to encourage motivation and confidence
on the part of all staff members involved in instructional
implementation.

, The "Planning for Program Implementation Unit" specifies
thite basic furictions to be carried out by the planning group:
First, the purposes of the program mus.`t be determined. Then
the instructional programs intended' to implement these
purpdses must he planned. And finally, the eventual analysis
and evaluation of the-program must be outlined.

This guide is interesting because it attempts to render the
I heory of planning into concrete, workable terms.
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Cawelti, Gordon. ;10,,w to I',et you; Hdiro,, on Your ms-
trict's Corr ." I he AmePican School Board Journal,
161, 5 (May 10/4), pp. 36 -4u. EH 096 071.

101 this three-part article, riavvelti outlines the history of
curriculum theory, lists issue areas brat s( hop! hoards should
consider when developing curriculum, and sket, fles the pro, ess
whereby bOaeds c -an play an active role Ifl t urn our pfanriing.

Three mayor developments in Liar iculorn theory or,,,iressiv
isni, currk'uluM reform, and innovation- have affe, ted , urrent
thinking. Sim e the rise.ot the progressive edia,,,iti, in movement
in the 1930s, the number of Amen, an students graduating
from high school has Illt reastO steadily, as has tlle average per
pupil-expenditure. Cawelti points out that ,,iany of the ideas
considered radical four decades ago arc- now a opted°Wed , om
ponents of cuKiculum theory.

He suNests scPye areas in which c rrriculu-n development
seems u).T,e expanding, and he as vises Si Pool boards to tar, e
These concerns info consideraticpi when making ,iirricul-,,Y
decisions. They include -c:areer education, the use ,)t techrilo.ry

The school INerci should be deeply invoked in , ,irricultini
\iiin instruction, qnd overcoming In, s in instru«anal materi:ils

goal setting, planning, and evaluation, a,-cording to Cavvelt,

z
Deming, Basil S., and. Phillips, James A., Jr. "Sw;terriatic
Currivaluri, Eval, ration A Means and Methodology.
Theory Into Practice, 1 1, 1 (February 1014i, pp 41 4i.)
EJ 095 544_

"Evaluation has remained of uneven quality in the area of
school curriculum," according to Deming and Phillips Currie u-
lurn evaitThtsun has not 'attained the state of development and
ref inement characteristic of experimentaresearch

In their attempt to over_orue some of the disadvantages of
evaluation methods, these researchers have developed an
evaluation model intended to aCcorliphsh two major goals.
Iirst, the model is intended to allow for "far more definitive
judgments- than previous construe ts.. And it. is meant to a(
commodate more stringent test nq so that its users can easily
apply it to their particular purposes.

The model emphasizes description, internal consistency
analysis, and the analysis of program components through the
use of external judgment criteria. By measuring the relation,
ships among the philosophic assumptions, program intents,
process, product, and external judgment criteria, the model
specifies the strengths and weakresses of the curriculum.

1hese r An, hers applied their -ari actual edllCd-
tlid1,31 pr,-.)rairl" at Kent and satisfac-
tion 'with IIS pr;rfiirnranie

Fredericks, Stephen J. "C.i.r and De,. entralization
I he New Y, al, City PHI,lic Si I l !--;ystr,,,,." Urban Edu-

cation, 9, 3 (October 1074), Pb. 24/ 256. EJ 106 474.

What happens. to , Lirrb.,rlum evaluation, c harige, and devel-
onment when a large school system, undergoess decentralization?
Fredericks examined 30 school districts in New York City to
discover if these local districts and the citizens they serve had
acquired more control over Lurr raulum. matters after the city
system was decentralized. He found that decentralisation of
r. unit ulurn evalt.ialw.10 'and planning processes was far from
SLILLeSSf (II

Because the individual districts lack the curriculum special-
ists and the. resources to assist in planning and evaluation,
these distr icts,_oritincie to rely In par t un the already established
,_iirriculum oer rated by the central board of education's

>, -
curriculum e rts. Fredericks found that -generally the cur-
riculum vvdoot evaluated at all," though some districts tended
to the oth xtreme, having conducted three or snore evalua..
bons. this soup had instigated ciirniculum changes since 1969,
unlike the districts that had not evaluated curric ulurn,

In all the districts, the school Boards arid their superintend.
ems were identified as playing a "r,kijor role" in curriculum
c.lyelopment. However, cc)mniurrity leader:-,, parents, students,
and individual sifipuls. played very little rat t in , urriculum
planning. Frederic ks states that "'in tern of grass-roots par
ticipation, the data Indic ate that ,le, entr,ilization is procrki.ing
very slowly.'

..

Garber, John B. ".f x 4 x - Whit IS fir- Hole of
the Community ,r, the Curricultii,;" Community Edu-
cation Journal, 4, IMay-.June'19741, pp. 71 29, FJ 096
(190.

0

Although the philosophy of education allows
for participation by nonedut ators in curriculum planning, in
pra,,t e i omrnunity members (specifically, rlierrlbefS of com-
munity advisory councils) rarely have any voice in curriculum
determination, according to Garber .

1raditionally, (...vrrIcukurn development and planning have
been relegated to the professional edu,-ators arid those in Eusi-
tions of anthonty within state education departments arid loaal
stool districts. The current thrust for 1,,nornurrity rivlivernent

all dreds of education is counter to the estal,lished c urr

prate,: A', Garber points out, school adniihistrators and
hoard ; of educltion are espec iagy red.tant ihvolve laymen
in this nrocess This reluctance "is largely clue to unwillingness
to take the risk of sharing power"

However-, the community can be a Valtlatkle resource for
urriculuni planning, Garber maintains, He suggests that it will

take time for a workable relationship to evolve between
protessionwl i orriculum planners and laymen.

Klein, M. Frances; Tye, Kenneth A.; and Goodlad,
John I. "Perspectives of Coo ire lam." Paper presented
at Amen all ReSeaf 'ASS( latl(a) annual
meeknq, Washington, 191r). pages. CD

103 959.

Curie ulurn platThr.-4.1 is not necessarily "a rational and
deliberate process," according to this proposal. Part of the dif-
ficulty in c urn is ulurn planning, as well as in implementation,
lies. in the complexity of "curriculum- itself. As these authors
point out, defining what is meant by "the curriculurr;" is riot



as simple as it seems. As they state, ".Perhaps there is no such
thing as the curriculuM, but the curriculum
upon who or what factor or set of elements
base." -

To assist in this definition process, these authors propose
five "significant perceptions" of the curriculum, each contin-
gent on a diff :rent (rata base. The five varieties are the ideal,
the formal, the oec..eived, the operational, and the everiential.
A comparison of these five types of curriculum will, according
to the authors, reveal areas of correspondence and discrepancy
among the erceptions of students, teachers, administrators,
and curriculc, ievelopers.

Time authors propose to include data collet ted from their
/curriculum substudy in a much rnor.e extensive "Study of
Schooling, U.S.A.," whic1-twill incorporate data from many
areas in education-

Order frym FORS, MF $0.16 HC $1.95. Specif\; ED
number.

studied depends
is used as a data

.Knoop, Robert, and O'Reilly, Robert. Participative
Decisidn Making in Curriculum. [1975] . 10 pages. ED
102684.

Teachers' perceptions of how curriculum decisions are
made are compared with their preferences for how such de-
cisions should be made in this sbudy of 192 secondary teach-
ers. The respondents were allowed to choose between two
general kinds of "decispnal procedures""one-man" proce-
dures in which the principal, department head, individual
teacher makes the curriculuM decisions, and group pi ocedures.
The teachers matched these procedures with three curriculum-
related taskstextbook selection, planning curriculum for a
subject, and evaluating a subject curriculum.

As Knoop and O'Reilly state, The most obvious result is
the low level of perceived and desired involvement of -the prin-
cipal as sole decision -maker." Also, the findings show that
teat hers would prefer the department chairman play a "sharply
decreased: role in decision-making. And whereas teachers
indicated a preference for selecting their own texts, they de-
sired less involvement as single decision-makers in curriculum
planning and evaluation, preferring more d6mocratic group
approaches.

These data correspond in part with Myers' model for
decision-making in curriculum, according to Knoop and
O'Reilly, especially as far as the principali'S' role is concerned.

Order from MRS. MF $0.76 HC $1.58. Specify ED
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Schwab, Joseph- J. "T6 Pb4ctical 3 Translation into
Curriculum." School Review, 81, 4 (August 1973),
pp. 501-522 EJ 0831318.

'To most efficiently plan curriculum, Schwab recommends
that five areas of "experience" be represented in the.process.
These areas of .expertise, taken together, serve to create a
balanced, effective curriculum. The five "bodies of experi-
ence" involve expertise in subject !natter (the "scholarly"
aspects of curriculum) and acquaintance with the students,
with their social and culturej milieus, with the teachers, and

with the process of "currioulurn making" itself (how to bal-
ance sometimes conflicting factors).

This latter skill is especially important,* according to

Schwab, since the art of curriculum planning is infrequently
based on coordinated, overall educational concerns, As he
states, The practical problem arises from the fact that a group
oaf men is rarely commissioned or financed to. think about
education." The result is a fragmentation of the planning
process- -an overemphasis on one of the five areas listed above.

4
Texas Association (or Supervision and Curriculum De-
velopment. School Gurriculum Design for the 1980's.
The Possibilities for Tomorrow's School: A Proposed
Program for the 1980's. Austin, Texas 1074. 238 pages.
ED 098660.

This curriculum model, intended to carry out "Goals for
Public School Education," is a good example of the kind of
general curriculum guidelines for school districts set out by
state education departments. Although this document contains
suggested components for specific kinds of educational pro-
grams, such as early childhood education, occupational and

technical education, and Migrant education, the specifics of
these programs are not spelled out.

The model does specify four basic curricula that should be
present in a "comprehensive school program" problem-focused
curriculum, curriculum for humanistic values, curriculum for
specialization, arid curriculum for personal growth and devel-
opment. Correlated with these basic curricula are four "con-
.ceptual overlays" (valuing, individualization, and mul2icultural
and career education) that influence "what is ought, when it -
is taught, and how it is taught:"

This document, intended for direct use by individual school
districts, includes bibliographic, information.

Order copies from Dr. Diatie Russell, Texas Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Box 6111,
S. F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, Texas 76961.
$4.00.
Also available from EDOS. MF $0.76 HC $12.05. Specify
ED number.

Wise, Robert I. The L.Ise a>f Objectivesin Curriculum
Planning: A Critique of Planning by Objectives." Paper
presented at American Educational Research Association
annual meeting, Washington, D.C., April'1975. 19 pages,
ED 103 956.

The assumption that identifying ends will automatioelly
lead'to the formulation of better means is the basic one under-
lying planning by objectives. However, according to Wise, the
nature of this "conception of planning" is not as logical as
many think. The difficulties lie in identifying (or creating) the
instructional means to carry out the planned curricular objec-
tives, and in the overlapping relationship between means and
ends.



Wise points out that the specification of edkation object
tives does eliminate certain instructional means, but does not.
identify what means could be effectively used, As he states,
the information in an objective is not sufficient to deduce a

learning activity which will achieve the objective,"
Another problem with planning by, objectives is that it

demands an absolute separation between means and ends. But
Wise points out that especially in curriculum, "there are no
such things as absolute means or absolute ends," Teaching a
child to write a coherent paragraph is an end (and can be
stated as an objective!, but it rs also a means to teaching him
to write a coherent raper.

Wise does not condemn the use of planning by objectives
in curriculurn develoomentli but he does urge awareness of
its weaknesses.

Order from EDRS. MF $036 HC $1.58. Specify ED
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Worner, Roger. "Ten Questions to Pry Apart Your Dis-
trict's Curriculum," The American School Board Journal,
161, 6 kJune 1974), pp. 22-24'. EJ 097 858

Worner offers pointers intended 4o define and give direr
tion to a school district's curriculum. Noting that "the cur-
riculur nev- tic," he emphasizes the need for constant
ree uation and onlising planning, as well as effective con,-

unication with not duly the curriculum implementers, but
(with the public as well.

Provram objectives sh uld be clearly stated in written form
and should be'rnade avai able to anyone who wishes review

them. The "foundation kills" to be taught in each program
and at each level should e presented in the same manner.

In order to most eff4iently allocate district funds to worth
Jvhile programs, a bcidget accounting system, such as d

Planning-Programming:Budgeting System (PPBS), should be
utilized. Cost-effectiveness analysis should be employed to
identify alternatives to present instructional programs.

Worner points out that annual reassessment of curriculum,
c/onjunction with curriculum study and design, is necessary

to maintain cohesion in the instructional program. Long-range
management planning is also essential, and this process should
include provision for taking into account the opinions of the
public On curriculum.

This article is refreshingly, concise and easy to read, al-
though it is not intended to be an indeoth examination of
curriculum and instructional planning.

Wilhelms, Fred. What Should the Schools Teach? Fast-
back Series, No. 13. Bloomington, Indiana. Phi Delta
Kappa Educational Foundation, 1972. 41 pages. ED
number not yet assigned.

"The blunt fact is that we have accumulated a lot of junk,"
VVilhelmS says of curriculumAn this clearly written paper, he
points out that "there is Ii4le scientific evidence to go by in

this area. He calls for the application of "comon sense" in
determining what the schools are to teach.

The rn e traditional goals of curriculum and instruction,o
such as teat ing the use of language and effective cornmunica
tion, are irrArtant, and Wilhelms believes that the three Rs
should be tau ht. But the four major purposes of curriculum
that he outlines supersede the traditional "fundamentals."
According to this author, curriculum should offer career edu-
-cation, teach students how to live with "the great technology"
develop "effective citizenship,' and promote personal fulfill-
ment,

Although granting the importance of the other three
purposes, Wilhelms devotes more attention to career educa-
tion, which he defines much more broadly than vocational
education. Career education involves the process of building
up the self -confidence of the students as well as acquainting
Mein with a wide spectrum of career opportunities And it
involves fundamental consumer education, intended to teach
students how to fun/ nun efficiently in a complex economic-
world.
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